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Activate components with positive voltage only
    When technician tests the components, technician can use tester to provide positive

 voltage to the testing components. To do this, please follow the procedure:

1. Contact the tester tip with the positive pole of the components. If the green LED is 

    on, it means the testing component is conductible.

2. As the green LED goes on ,please press the polar switch forward and then release

    it quickly. If the LED goes from green to red LED ,you may proceed further testing. 

    If the green LED turns off and red LED doesn’t turns on, or if the circuit breaker of 

    the short circuit protection tripped, it means tester has overloaded. This may due 

    to the following reasons:

         The component is short circuit or it has been connected to the ground/negative 

         pole directly.

         The component is a high current component.

    If the circuit breaker of the short circuit protection has tripped, it will auto-rest within

 no more than 60 seconds.

Important 
    Please operate this function with schematic and correct testing procedure because 

applying voltage arbitrarily may cause damage to components.Use tip to apply 

positive voltage ,which can be helpful to diagnose the components.

12.

13.

Motor
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20.

capacitive coupling, the tester can senses the high-tension ignition pulses at the 

same time display a voltage reading. By monitoring each plug wire in this way you

can locate missing cylinders.

Warning: DO NOT CONTACT PROBE TIP DIRECTLY

           TO THE SECONDARY IGNITION CIRCUIT.

Measuring the frequency of the high-tension ignition pulses
    The tester can measure the frequency of the high –tension ignition pulses. Placing 

the tester probe tip next to a sparking wire(DO NOT probing it directly),through 

capacitive coupling, the tester can senses the high –tension ignition pulses at the 

same time display a frequency reading.

Voltage Test
    Technician can also use tester assisting with ground tese the voltage of the circuit.

 However ,during the voltage test, please do not push the polar switch.

1. If the probe tip is floating (not contacting a circuit),the red and green LED turn off .

2. If the tester contact the probe tip to a positive circuit . The red positive sign “+”

    LED will light and the voltmeter displays the voltage reading within 1/10th of a volt.

3. If the tester contact the probe tip to a negative circuit. The green negative sign “-”

    LED will light.

Locate missing cylinders
    Placing the tester probe tip next to a sparking wire(DON’T probing it directly), through

18.

19.
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1. MEASURING METHOD

    (1). -cylinder gasoline engine

    

(2). Distributor type multi –cylinder gasoline engine

High-t tens ion wi re

lgni tion p lug

lgni tion p lug



Where all the high-tension wires of cylinders are bundled together

High-tension wire connecting distributor and ignition coil. 

    As shown in the figure A,B, bring the detection head close to the high-tension wire 

that connect the distributor and the ignition coil, or to the place where all the 

high-tension wires of the cylinders are together.

    (3). Multi-cylinder gasoline engine without distributor

Bring the detection head close to the place where the high-tension wire of each cylinder

is bundled together.

    The measurement is impossible if all the high-tension wires are not bundled 

together since the distance between the detection head and each high-tension wire differs.
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